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EDITORIAL

Medical Planning. No. 4. Enterprise.

The subject of rehabilitation has already been brought to the notice of our readers in
several articles published during the last few months dealing with some of its different aspects.
In this issue a most important contribution to the subject has been written by McINDoE, and
he stresses very completely the real object of rehabilitation, namely, that the patient should
be both physically and mentally capable at the end of treatment of performing a useful job
of work. That job mi4st be of such import that the patient is able to earn sufficient to support
himself and his family with the same economic standards as were appertaining before his
illness. The various steps taken at the rehabilitation centre described by McINDoE should be
carefully studied, and the full effects of each of these steps realised. Whatever the future of
the medical profession may be, one of the outstanding recent advances, and one which will be
applied much more vigoroutly in the future, is the rehabilitation of the patient. It is a most
important step to be taken in regard to industrial medicine and to our economic life after the
war is finished.

McINDoE's article lays emphasis on another side of this problem-a side which we should
all note-namely, that the quintessence of rehabilitation depends upon the personality not
only of the man in charge of the centre but also of those in the lesser positions. We therefore
urge that, when the new rehabilitation centres come into being, great care must be taken in
the choice of doctors appointed to them. Furthermore, much latitude must be allowed to those
appointed by the central administration, if that is constituted.

Another important point is that many of the advancements at the Maxillo-Facial Re-
habilitation Centre have been achieved with the aid of private enterprise. The wards have
been turned into cheerful houses where the patient instinctively feels that he is in homely sur-
roundings. Small points such as decorating the ward with flowers and having pretty curtains
have much to commend them. It is doubtful whether a civil servant, or any of the usual types
of administrator, would have realised the amazing psychological effect produced by such
thoughtful details. Under private enterprise the best has always been the best, but under
State-controlled medicine-for example, the National Health Insurance Acts-,the best has
always been, whenever possible, a substitute.

This we think is an important point to be made regarding the future planning of medicine
If the Government does prove that control of our profession is in the best interests of the
populace, we may have tQ acquiesce. But before doing so we must make it quite clear to the
authorities that under no circumstances will we tolerate any interference from them regarding
our diagnoses or treatments. We have all been slow to realise the exact implication of the
local Prescription Committees set up under the panel scheme. It has always been rather a
mystery why, if a doctor gives a prescription to a N.H.I. patient, he must give the standard
mixtures, etc.; and yet to a private patient, with the same illness, that same doctor will often
give yet another and different formula. Put the other way round, why are the standard N.H.I.
mixtures not constantly used? Because in most cases those prescriptions are second-best.

This example is merely cited as a symptom of the disadvantages of State control. Another
is often seen at the end of articles printed in the various Journals: "I have to thank .., for
permission to publish, etc." Common courtesy 'calls for acknowledgments of help or criticisms,
but surely there is no reason to beg permission to publish. If this principle were fully applied
then no adverse criticisms would be allowed at all, which thing stinks of Totalitarianism.

Such fundamental heresies must we guard against with all our energies. Personal incentive
and enterprise must always be fostered.

The Editor would welcome correspondence on the subject of Medical Planning.
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